Explanation of How to Run the Global Local Optimization Code (GLO) to Find Surface Heat Flux Introduction
From the evaluation [1] of the inverse techniques available, it was determined that the Global Local Optimization Code [2] can determine the surface heat flux using known experimental data at various points in the geometry. This code uses a whole domain approach in which an analysis code (such as TOPAZ2D or ABAQUS) can be run to get the appropriate data needed to minimize the heat flux function. This document is a compilation of our notes on how to run this code to find the surface heat flux. First, the code is described and the overall set-up procedure is reviewed. Then, creation of the configuration file is described. A specific configuration file is given with appropriate explanation. Using this information, the reader should be able to run GLO to find the surface heat flux.
Description of GLO and Overall Setup Approach
The GLO code [2] uses whole domain specification to find the surface heat fluxes Mathematically, whole domain specification [3] [4] can be described as follows:
Find the Heat Flux Function E(q) where q = { q 1 , q 2 , q i , .... q nvariables } such that q minimum < q i < q maximum where the values of q i minimize the figure of merit which is ∑(Texperiment -Tcalc) 2 (the summation occurs over all time steps)
The optimization strategy that works best in GLO is the quasi-newton method with a finite difference gradient search technique. The iterative equations that describe the Newton's method are given below(j is the iteration number, E(q) is the heat flux function, and q represents the array of heat flux variables, and nvariables is the total number of variables):
∇ 2 E(q j )⋅∆q = -∇E(q j ) q j+1 = q j + ∆q To set-up GLO to do the calculations, a configuration file is created. This file contains the commands to run the numerical analysis code(either TOPAZ2D or ABAQUS) to calculate the temperatures based on the current iteration values of the heat flux. Then ORION is used as a post-processing code that processes the t2plot file created by TOPAZ2D. ORION creates a file that contains the cooling curve data for the nodes that correspond to the actual experimental thermocouple positions. This configuration file also contains the details of the parameters that are to be optimized (heat flux variables). It sets the details of the iteration loop and how to calculate the figure of merit that the code uses to do the optimization.
Finally, the overall procedure used to get the heat flux results is described below : (a) create sub-files (which are placed into the configuration file) containing the experimental thermocouple data, (b) create the sub-file which runs the numerical analysis code, (c) make the glo-configuration file, (d) run the GLO analysis (for two iterations), (e) check the *.log file to see if everything is working, (f) run the GLO analysis, and finally, (g) analyze the results by comparing with experimental data The key step in the procedure in running GLO is the creation of the configuration file. This file is described in the next section.
GLO Configuration File (xxx.GCF)
The configuration file is very important for running the GLO code. This file contains the following elements: (a) GLO commands (such as glo-put, glo-get, loop, glo-file, and end glo-file) The configuration file consists of several sections(sub-files) which contain the above elements. Each section begins with the command "glo-file = name of the file" and ends with the command "end-glo file".
The first section is called the "iloc" sub-file. This sub-file contains the information of where the GLO executable file resides, the iteration analysis loop, optimization strategy, and the heat flux curve parameter names with their minimum, maximum, and initial values (elements (a) through (e) are placed here). The iteration loop lets the GLO code place the values of the heat flux in the numerical analysis code input file, run the post-processor, and then call the file to do the figure of merit calculation (done with the glo-get command).
The second section is a slightly modified form of the numerical analysis code input file. This sub-file contains the details of the numerical analysis options, material properties, mesh, node numbers and locations, element definitions, heat flux boundary condition location, and heat flux curve details. In this sub-file, a glo-format command is used in the details of the heat flux curve which tells GLO where to put the values of the heat flux needed as a boundary condition to run the analysis code(element (f)).
The third section is the actual figure of merit calculation. This sub-file is given the name, calc. In this sub-file, the variables are defined and the names of the files are given from which to read both the experimental and numerical values. Then a do loop calculates the figure of merit and finally the value is printed out (element (g)).
The fourth section is the actual command sequence to print out the numerical values from the analysis code (element (h)). Finally, the last set of sub-files contain the experimental thermocouple data (one set of time vs. temperature data in each file)(element i). The specific glo-commands used in these files are further described in the GLO manual [2] . The best way to understand the configuration file is through the example given in the last section of this document.
When creating the GLO configuration file, the following points must be kept in consideration:
I. Make sure the number of significant figures is enough for the finite difference calculations; if not, change the value of the dx_grad parameter. In our work, to determine the surface heat fluxes of the Saturn Gear Blank, we recommend dx_grad be set to 0.001.
II. In the figure of merit calculations (glo-file named calc), make sure the number of points in the experimental data equals the number of points generated by the postprocessing code, ORION. To avoid the need for interpolation, make sure the comparison between the numerical and experimental data occur at the same time step.
In the example section, a specific GLO gcf file is given which will emphasize the information given above. To understand more detail of what each command in GLO does, please refer to the GLO users manual [2] .
Running the GLO code and the Files Created During the Run
Once the gcf file is created, the command line to run GLO on a SGI IRIX type system is simply the following: glo xxx.gcf > out & where xxx.gcf is the name of the gcf file, and out is the file where the screen output is directed to. After hitting the return key to start the run, a number(nnnn) is given which is the process id of the GLO calculations, If one needs to kill the calculations, use the following command:
kill -9 nnnn During the run, the following files are created which give the status of the run:
(a) out which contains the screen output (from TOPAZ2D and ORION for example and information from the GLO controller with the figure of merit) (b) xxx.log which contains the progress of GLO along with any error messages or other troubles during the run along with the commands performed during the run for each iteration (c) local.l1 which documents the values of the variables of each run and the commands from the loop executed during each run, the type of run (i.e. gradient evaluation or newton step) and list the figure of merit during the run.
(d) local.u1 which lists the iteration number and value of the figure of merit (e) varvals which contains the current values of the parameters to be optimized (ie. heat flux values), and finally, (f) glo-nnnn.recover which is used to restart GLO if the system crashes during a run.
To use the recover file, be sure not to make any changes to the gcf file and use the command:
glo -recover glo-nnnn.recover xxx.gcf > out & During the GLO run, each iteration's work is stored in a separate directory, i.e. ./pyyyy/ where yyyy is the iteration number. This directory contains the analysis code input file with the current values of heat flux for that iteration, and all the command files used to extract the numerical output, as well as the numerical output, etc. To save disk space, one can use "rm" commands in the gcf to delete unnecessary files. It is strongly recommended that after the run, all these directories be removed except for the last iteration number directory!
Files to Examine After the GLO Run
The values of all the heat flux parameters are contained in the solution.0000 and varvals files. In the solution.0000 file, the final value of the figure of merit and the last iteration number is also given. The local.u2 file contains the values of the figure of merit for each iteration. To understand the solution, one should examine the last iteration number directory. The final version of the analysis code input file is contained in the ./pxxx/ directory where xxxx is the number of the last iteration. One should run this file to compare the results of the predicted temperatures with the experimental data. Examples of how these files look like are given in the example problem in the next section. Again for space management, one can delete all the files in the ./pyyyy/ directories before the last iteration xxxx.
Example Problem
A two-dimensional square cavity 10 units long by 10 units high has a uniform constant heat flux applied to the back face which causes a rise in temperature from a 0 degrees uniform initial temperature. Known temperature data exists for the mid-point position on the back face. The other three faces are assumed to be insulated. The objective is to use GLO to find the value of the heat flux. An outline of the calculational procedure that GLO uses is given in Figure 2 . The file names on the left are the ones that are created by GLO from the information in the gcf file. The file names below each box are the ones created by the code. The "fom" stands for the figure of merit variable calculated by the calc file. This value is used by the optimizer to determine whether to continue iterating or print out the results. The variable name "qa1" is the value of the heat flux parameter which is specified in the analysis code input file (ttest1.ref) that is being optimized by GLO. The value of the heat flux to be found is given the variable name qa1. As seen from the outline, first GLO reads the entire gcf file, then puts the initial value of "qa1" in the file ttest1.ref at the position indicated by the glo-format comand, and creates the file ttest1. Then ttest1 is used in TOPAZ to do the transient heat transfer analysis and the results from the TOPAZ analysis are placed in the output file t2plot. Then ORION is used to get the cooling curve data at the node corresponding to the location of TC1. The commands to get this information are contained in the sub-file in the gcf named ctemp1. ORION puts this information in the file ornout which is moved to ornout1. Then this information from ornout1 and the experimental data data.1 is read into the sub-file named calc which determines the figure of merit whose value is stored in the variable named "fom". This value is used in the optimizer which then determines the next value of qa1 for the next iteration. If the figure of merit is optimized, then the results are printed in the names of the files listed in the previous section.
The GLO configuration file used to solve this problem using the heat transfer analysis code TOPAZ2D and the post-processing code ORION is given in Table 1 . There are total of five sub-files or sections that make up this gcf. Please look at the # or $ comment cards which explain what each line does. The words in bold face give specific details of each section or line of the configuration file.
The resulting files created by GLO (i.e. local.l1, local.l2, local.u2, and solution.0000) are given in the Appendix. The results show that a total of five iterations were performed. The first iteration was an initial evaluation followed by 2 Newton steps and 2 gradient evaluations. The values of the figure of merit was quickly minized to value less than 1. The final value of the optimized heat flux was 0.09975.
To analyze the results, the GLO calculated heat flux value can be checked by doing a direct simulation(i.e. a TOPAZ2D transient heat conduction simulation with the GLO predicted value of heat flux used as a boundary condition). The comparison between the calculated temperatures(using the optimized value of qa1) and the experimental data is shown in Figure 3 . As one can see, the agreement between the GLO results and the known data is very good. 
Summary
This document has given the reader the necessary information to set-up the GLO code to perform whole domain optimization to find the surface heat flux. Our work with GLO has shown the usefulness of this approach. For example, previous work at LLNL has shown the ability of the code not only predict the surface heat flux but the variation of the heat flux along the surface [1] . The ability of GLO to calculate surface heat fluxes for a horizontally quenched Saturn Gear Blank in non-agitated oil [5] has been demonstrated.
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